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 The opportunities for detecting of dark matter elementary particles – axions – are discussed. In accordance with the 

predictions of the modern theory, these particles have a very small rest mass,  

corresponding to the energy range 0.001. . . 1.0 meV. At the presence of magnetic field in vacuum the possibility of 

laser raНТatТon МonversТon Тnto  aбТons anН  reverse proМesses as a result of  PrТmakov effeМt (“δТРСt sСТnТnР tСrouРС 

аall”Ψ Тs preНТМteН bв moНern tСeorв.   It Тs proposeН to Тmplement pСoton-axion conversion by using of powerfull 

pulsed laser as the pumping source. It is proposed to use Raman-active media for photon-axion conversion 

observation.  In the case of Stimulated Raman Scattering the  effective photon-axion conversion is predicted. The 

conditions of synchronism in elementary processes of photon-axion conversion may be realized  

for  so called  unitary polaritons, for which the refractive index is close to unity,  
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1. Introduction  

According to the modern concepts of high energy physics [1-4] about the scenarios of 

evolution of the Universe, after the initial homogeneous and isotropic state physical vacuum has 

undergone phase transition, resulting in the decreased symmetry vacuum. The so-called standard 

moНel of tСТs pСase transТtТon baseН on tСe use of loМal (РauРeΨ sвmmetrв, askeН tСe Рroup SUβ × 

U(1). The conclusion of this theory is prediction of formation in vacuum scalar field that specifies 

the symmetry of the low-temperature phase and leading to the formation of massive elementary 

particles. In particular, in the spectrum at high energies it is predicted the presence of  scalar 

particle — the Higgs boson [4-7], the search for which in recent years intensively carried out on 

the experimental setup, generating elementary particles with energy exceeding 1 TeV. Such a 

particle is expected to be found in the result of the analysis allowed by the selection rules of the 

processes of decay of a scalar boson into pairs of gamma-quanta, the presence of which may be 

installed by conventional methods known in high energy physics. Along with scalar Higgs boson, 

also called as amplitudon,  the theory of phase transition in vacuum predicts  massless boson 

(phason),  called as Nambu – Goldstone boson. In recent years it became clear that the standard 

model, despite for great success in the description of the spectrum of the known elementary 

particles spectrum, requires further clarification, by taking into account  the effects of time (T)  

breaking symmetry at small distances. In this regard, the theory, predicts that the rest mass of 
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phason must be different from zero. So the conclusion was done about the existence of elementary 

particles with the pre-separately small but finite rest mass [8-11]. One example of such particles 

can be axions [1]. It is expected that the rest mass axion corresponds to the energy range of 

0.001...1.0 meV, i.e. should being substantially less than the rest mass of all known elementary 

particles. The axions are pseudoscalar particles, i.e. their wave function changes sign under 

inversion and mirror reflections space. The actual topics of modern physics is also associated with 

prediction of presence in the Universe dark matter (total share 0,23) and dark energy (the total 

share of 0.73). Recently on the basis of astrophysical data hypothesized [12-17] that candidates 

for the role of particles dark matter are axions — pseudoscalar particles with preseparately low 

rest mass and relativistic dispersion laа. “ωolН” (sloаΨ aбТons are nonrelatТvТstТМ (σeаtonТanΨ 

particles, being at a state of Bose-EТnsteТn МonНensate. “Hot” (fastΨ aбТons are relatТvТstТМ partТМles 

and move with a speed close to the speed of light. Important property of these particles — their 

superweak interaction with material environments similar to the neutrinos. According to the 

estimates obtained from astrophysical data, the equilibrium concentration of axions in our part of 

the galaxy is about 10-24g/cm3. With this concentration owing to the extremely small rest mass 

axions must be in  Bose-Einstein condensate state  even at room temperature.  

Some scientists proposed the detection and generation for axions in the laboratory 

conditions [12-17]. In this the direction analyzed the feasibility of photon - axion conversion  and 

inverse processes allowed by the selection rules in the presence of strong external magnetic field. 

In tСТs Мase eбplores tаo effeМtsμ 1Ψ tСe РeneratТon of “Сot” aбТons Тn tСe Мon- version of laser 

photons or x-ray raНТatТon Тnto aбТons of tСe same enerРвν βΨ tСe НeteМtТon of “МolН” (σeаtonТanΨ 

axion when their conversion into photons of the microwave range. To now received only  the first 

experimental results in these area, requiring optimization of the conditions of observation and 

finding ways to improve the efficiency of the discussed processes for reliable interpretation of the 

obtained experimental results.  

This paper presents new experimental scheme to implement the generation and detection 

for axions and analyzed the possibilities of their implementation in the laboratory. 

 

2. To the theory of photon-axion conversion in vacuum 

In [18-21] on the dynamics of stars with masses 8...12 Solar masses, the conclusion was 

made about the processes of photon-axion conversion properties  inside stars and estimates the 

efficiency of photon-axion conversion elemental process.  Furthermore, in [10-12, 15] it was 

suРРesteН tСe possТbТlТtв of “Сot” aбТons МreatТnР аТtС enerРв β-3 eV in the laboratory when 
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implementing experiments of tСe tвpe “δТРСt sСТnТnР tСrouРС аall” (so-called Primakov-effect). 

Schematic diagram for the generation and detection for axions using the Primakov effect is shown 

in Fig. 1. 

  

 

Fig. 1. Schematic setup for observation of the effect of  

photons of laser radiation conversion into pseudoscalar bosons γ → a (aбТonsΨ anН tСe reverse 

process — tСe reМonversТon a → γ; 1 — the source of laser radiation; 2 — translucent mirror; 3 

— solenoids; 4 — opaque wall; 5 — receivers of the secondary radiation; 6 —  

Fabry – Pero resonator, generating the light quanta (γ). 

 

Thus at the first step with the help of modern lasers of visible  range, generation of photons 

(γ) takes place, taking into account the strong magnetic field presence (see Fig.1) , the photon-

axion (γ-a) conversion  should take place . Axions, emerging at left side of setup, should penetrate 

through the opaque wall 4. Then, at right part of setup, reverse processes should take place 

resulting axion-photon conversion. So the reconverted photons may be detected after opaque wall.   

As a result of the secondary photons detection the probability of these processes and effectiveness 

of tСe pСoton proНuМtТon from “Сot” for aбТons Тn tСe laboratorв maв be evaluateН. χММorНТnР to 

the selection rules, photon-axion conversion processes are permitted only when constant magnetic 

field, the induction of which is perpendicular to the direction of the beam of exciting radiation, is 

applied to the area of laser radiation. In the absence of an external magnetic field only three-particle 

conversion processes are allowed, the probability of which is very small. As it turned out from the 

experiments [10-12, 15], the useful signal of the secondary radiation produced as the result of 

conversion-reconversion processes seemed to be extremely small and that during the experiments 

is below the sensitivity threshold of the modern detectors. The photon-axion coupling constant g, 

bounded with the probability of conversion– reconversion processes, is very small [10-12, 15] : g 

≈ 10-10 GeV−1.  
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As analogous to the processes of photon-axion conversion we consider corresponding 

Raman scattering (RS) of light processes in crystals or dielectric media [10-12, 15, 21-23]. Fig. 

2a,b illustrates  the Stokes (a)and anti-Stokes processes in condensed dielectric media and 

corresponding photon-axion conversion (c) and reconversion (d)  processes. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schemes of elemental Stokes(a) and  anti-Stokes Raman (b) in condensed media and also 

corresponding photon-axion conversion (c) and reconversion (d)  processes. 

 

For the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman elemental processes momentum and energy 

conservation laws may be presented as: 
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МorresponНТnР quasТmomentums. For Stokes and anti-Stokes conversion-reconversion processes 

accordingly we have: 
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МorresponНТnР quasТmomentums. When the conversion of photons into axions in the constant 

external magnetic field takes place, instead of (2) relations, we have: 
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Thus, photon-axion conversion and reconversion processes in magnetic field are similar to 

the processes of Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman processes in condensed media. The full 

probability(1/s) of Stokes RS may be presented as [22]: 
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Here ,sn n -tСe quantum fТРures of Stokes pСotons anН pСonons. TСus for StТmulateН 

Raman SМatterТnР (STRSΨ ТntensТtв Тt takes plaМeμ 
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аСere SPRSI - tСe ТntensТtв of tСe МorresponНТnР spontaneous RS. χt suffТМТentlв СТРС eбМТtТnР laser 

ТntensТtв, STRS maв be observeН anН Тn tСТs Мase tСe  ТntensТtв of STRS maв be presenteН asμ 
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аСere 0I - tСe ТntensТtв of eбМТtТnР laser emТssТon, l-tСe lenРtС of аorkТnР meНТum,  -ТnМrement 

of STRS. TСe tвpТМal value of  Тsμ з0,01 Мm/εа. So for l=1Мm anН 0I =10κ А/Мmβ tСe ТntensТtв of 

STRS Тsμ 00.01 .STRSI I  UnНer eбМТtatТon of RS bв ultra sСort (10-10sΨ laser pulses 

( =0.ηγβµΨ at peak poаer 0I =101β А/Мmβ , аe Сave 1410sn  . 

 Lagrangian density of the electromagnetic field at the presence of magnetic field may be presented 

as [11-17]: 
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Here ,F F  -tensors of electromagnetic field, 
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F F  , a -wave function of 

axion, g –  the interaction fields constant. Will continue to use the system of units for which the 

fundamental constants C0 (velocity of light in vacuum) and are equal to unity. Based on (8), the 

equations of motion for the respective fields we write in the form:  
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The solution (8) for pseudoscalar fields a  has the form: 
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In the one-dimensional case, the solution of (10) can be written as follows:  
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Here ( )aq k   - momentum, transmitted to magnetic field; 
sin / 2

( ) ,
/ 2

ql
F q

ql
 i.e. 

F(0)=1. 

The likelihood of occurrence Na pseudoscalar bosons in the result of its conversion from  

Nγ quanta (photons) of exciting radiation is given by the equation  
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If we used the following value of parameters [4-7]:  g~10 -10 GeV-1,   = 10 Tl, l=  1 m, it 

takes place: 

 

1810
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When using of Fabry – Perot resonator  (see Fig. 1) with finesse Q=104 , conversion 

probability enhances to value: 
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In this case the full probability of reconversion is: 

 

         28
' '

( )( ) 10 .
a a

P                                             (15) 

When the power of the exciting radiation of the argon laser is about 10 W, operating in 

continuous or quasi-МontТnuous manner  ( =0.η1ζ m), the number of excitatory quanta of light 

entering in  the first cavity during one second  is Nγ ≈ 1020 1/s. Accordingly, the output (see Fig. 

1) according to relation (11), i.e.  the number of photons after reconversion process is Nγ’ ≈ 10-

81/s. This corresponds to a noise level and is below the limit of sensitivity light radiation detectors. 

Thus, observation of the discussed effect in the regime of spontaneous processes is not promising.  
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3. Stimulated photon-axion conversion processes 

For stimulated  conversion process by analogy with the STRS (relations (6), (7)), we obtain:  
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For na value  we use the relation: 
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Here – n quantum figure of exciting radiation. For the excitation of stimulated conversion 

processes is necessary to use the short (10-8 s) or ultrashort (10-10 s) pulses of exciting radiation 

[21-23]. Consider a case where the power density of the exciting pulse is 1012 W/cm2, and its 

duration  is 10-10s. This type of operation can be implemented for the second optical harmonic 

solid-state YAG: Nd3+laser. The number of quanta per the fashion of the exciting radiation field is 

n0 ≈ 1014. According (15), we obtain na ≈ 1, Т.e., Тn suМС МonНТtТons Тt Тs possТble to eбpeМt ТmpletТon 

of threshold regime of stimulated conversion processes. In this case the total probability of 

conversion–reconversion is: 
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0

1
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a
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                                        (18) 

 

Under the condition of transition from spontaneous emission to stimulated one the number 

for na (number of quanta) on the oscillator is close  to nγ- value and thus the intensity of the 

secondary emission should be large enough for detection. 

 

4. Proposed experimental scheme for “hot” axions detection in media 

Another possibility to improve the efficiency of photon-axion and axion-photon conversion 

processes is using the dielectric media, inserted in magnetic field. In this case there is a problem 

of compliance with the conditions of synchronism (2)-(4). This problem is solved by tuning the 

frequency of the photons involved in the process of photon-axion conversion to the frequencies of 
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the so-called unitary polaritons, for which module the refractive index is close to unity. Very 

promising material for this task are the ruby crystals — the active medium for laser generation. 

Based on three resonance transitions in ions of chromium the dispersion of polaritons (see Fig.3) 

in this the crystal can be represented as: 

 

           

2 22 2 3
2 0

2 2
1

( )
; ( )

( ) ( )

j
lj

j tj

c k 
 

                                               (19) 

 
Fig.3. Polariton dispersion law in ruby crystal; G1, G3, G5 points correspond to transversal (t) 

excitations with  frequencies t j , G2, G4, G6 points - to longitudinal (l) excitations with  

frequencies l j , 

 

We can see from Fig.3 , that group velocity at point A is very small. Ruby laser generation, 

corresponding to 2E → ζχ  transТtТon of ωr3+-ion, has wavelength   = 694,3 nm (point G1).Thus, 

the active medium of the ruby laser, generating radiation with wavelength   = 694,3 nm can be 

directly used for the process of photon-axion if magnetic field is applied. Fig. 4a-c illustrate the 

corresponding experimental schemes for  photon-axion conversion processes realizing  with ruby 

laser  radiation using.  
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a b 

c 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed experimental schemes (a-c) for photon-axion conversion observation with using 

of ruby crystal; 1,3- mirrors, 2-opaque wall, 4-detector,5-computer, 6-reflector,7-magnet,8- ruby 

crystal. 

 

At Fig.4a opaque wall is used as the second mirror in laser resonator; Fig.4b corresponds 

to scheme, two ruby crystal samples (Al2O3: Cr3+) are used outside of laser resonator; Fig.4c 

illustrate the scheme, additional laser source (violet or green) for luminescence excitation is used.    
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Fig. 5. Proposed experimental schemes for photon-axion conversion observation with using of 

straightforward quartz fiber SiO2:Er3+;1-laser, 2-lens, 3- quartz fiber SiO2:Er3+; 4-holder, 5-

opaque wall, 6- magnet, 7--detector,8-computer. 

 

The probability of observation of processes photon-axion and axion-photon conversion at 

experimental schemes, presented at Fig. 4a-c,  is expected higher than in vacuum (see Fig. 1),since 

the unitary polaritons (point A at Fig.4) group velocity is considerably less than the speed of light 

in vacuum. Another opportunity for enhancing of photon-axion conversion efficiency gives the 

fiber laser equipment (see Fig.5). In this case exciting laser emission falls into straightforward 

quartz fiber SiO2:Er3+, placed inside of magnetic field. Due to very high density of laser light inside 

of fiber and long enough its size the sensitivity of such set up is waited high enough.  

An additional opportunity to improve the efficiency photon-axion conversion can be realized with 

utilizing of photonic crystal [21-29]. In such crystals unitary photons (polaritons) are present in 

the infrared, visible and ultraviolet regions.areas. Group velocity of unitary polaritones (point U 

at Fig.6)) can be anomalously low that causes a change in the probability of spontaneous emission 

processes [30] and lower thresholds of the relevant processes [31-39].  

 

 

 

Fig.6. Schematic shape of electromagnetic waves dispersion law in photonic crystal. Point U 

corresponds to unitary polaritons. 
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Fig.7. Proposed experimental setup for detection of sun hot axions; 1-box, 2-magnet,3-photonic 

crystal,4-amplifier,5-computer, 6-detector. 

 

Fig.7 illustrates the proposed experimental scheme for detection of sun hot axions, with 

using of photonic crystal, inserted into closed box and magnetic field. 

At last, note that the likelihood of photon-axion conversion may be essentially enhanced in 

Raman active media, at the conditions of Stimulated Raman Scattering or in the case of  Resonance 

Raman scattering. In these cases, very strong photon-phonon interaction takes place resulting in 

two-photon bounding in media and axion generation in vacuum. 

 

5. The detection of “cold” axions 

The task of slow (cold) axions detection is connected with the microwave emission 

registration, energy of which quanta ((0.001-1meV))is coincided with cold axions energy. At the 

presence of strong enough magnetic field (1-10 Tl) microwave photons should appear in closed 

box as a result of axion-photon conversion processes. As the receiver of microwave photons may 

be used superconductor detector at scheme, illustrated by Fig.8.  
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Fig.8. Experimental setup for superconductor detection of microwave photons, appearing in 

closed box, inserted in magnetic field at low temperature. 

 

Recently the opportunity of detection of cold axion on the base of Josephson effect  was 

analyzed [40 - 45].    The registration of so cold Shapiro steps permitted to evaluate  [45] the rest 

mass (0.11 meV) of axions and its density around us (0.05 GeV/m3) .   

 

6. Summary 

TСus Тt Тs proposeН tСe optТmТzatТon of eбperТmental ТnstallatТons for tСe НeteМtТon of “Сot” 

anН “МolН” aбТons, presumablв a Нark elementarв partТМles matter. For tСe РeneratТon of “Сot” 

axions it is proposed to use pulsed laser light sources characterized by high spectral intensity in 

the visible or ultraviolet ranges. This ensures that the transition from the regime spontaneous 

photon-axion conversion processes to stimulated one, similar to processes of stimulated Raman 

scattering of light. The rest mass of axions corresponds to the range 0.001...1.0 meV. It was shown 

that photon-axion conversion efficiency may be enhanced if some dielectric media use as ruby 

crystal or fiber, saturated by rare earth elements. New opportunities, presented by photonic 

crystals, permit the essential enhance of the spontaneous and stimulated process efficiency. The 

detectors of microwave photons, appearing as the result of tСe МonversТon of “МolН” aбТon Тnto 

microwave photon, are proposed on the base superconductor plate or Josephson bridge.  
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